
3 bedroom Finca for sale in Castell de Castells
Reference: 662329

€399,000
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Key Features

3 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
171 m2 build
4503 m2 plot
Swimming Pool: Yes

Description
Three bedroom country finca for sale Jalon valley, Costa Blanca.This beautifully reformed finca, is located in an idyllic

rural setting, minutes away from the traditional, Spanish, country pueblo of Castell de Castells. Surrounded by natural

beauty, mountains, the river Castells, wild flowers and trees.The finca was thoughtfully reformed several years ago.

The owners have managed to modernise and update, yet retain an authentic Spanish country house design. It is a key

ready property for those seeking peace, tranquility and a real Spanish lifestyle.Entrance to the property is via a

driveway which is shared only with the olive farmers. The finca and main plot are on one level. A spacious, L-shaped,
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covered terrace is perfect to take shade from the summer heat. A spacious living room has a feature wood burner to

keep the house warm in the winter months. Also at ground level, there is a bathroom and utility, as well as a charming,

country style kitchen.  From here, there are lovely views out to the surrounding countryside. Furthermore, there is

access to the open terrace, and the perfect spot for al fresco dining. An internal staircase leads to three double

bedrooms and a spacious bathrooms one of which is en-suite.. All of the bedrooms have picture windows, allowing

natural light in and access to those lovely country vistas.The finca runs completely off grid, making it economical and

ecological. There are brand new solar system, lithium batteries, brand new generator, a 22k water deposito and brand

new boiler...
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